IMAGES SUPPLY POLICY

PRECONDITION

Fondazione Bonotto provides images in high resolution just for cultural, exhibition and/or editorial purposes.

Any commercial use or republication of all content including images, text documents, audio and video present on the Fondazione Bonotto website is strictly prohibited. Copying, redistribution, or exploitation for commercial or corporate gain is not permitted.

Fondazione Bonotto is not allowed to give any reproduction authorization of contents copyrighted by third parts (artists or photographers), neither for a catalogue publication, nor for other communication’s channels.

Fondazione Bonotto is available to provide, when possible, the contact and/or name of the image's rights owner. The applicant is responsible for all the duties and obligations related to the reproduction of the images and for liaising with the various items’ image copyright owners.

For information please contact us at info@fondazionebonotto.org